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Abstract: We study theoretically and experimentally the spatial intensity
distribution of the zero-order Bessel beam formed by the axicon which
possess a rounded tip. Such a tip generates a refracted beam that interferes
with the quasi-Bessel beam created behind the axicon. In turn an undesired
intensity modulation occurs that significantly disturbs the unique properties
of the quasi-Bessel beam - namely the constant shape of the lateral intensity
distribution and the slow variation of the on-axis beam intensity along the
beam propagation. We show how the spatial filtration of the beam in the
Fourier plane improves this spatial beam distribution and removes the undesired modulation. We use an efficient numerical method based on Hankel
transformations to simulate the propagation of the beam behind the axicon
and filter. We experimentally measure the intensity distribution of the beam
in many lateral planes and subsequently reconstruct the spatial intensity
distribution of the beam. Computed and measured beam distributions are
compared and the obtained agreement is very good.
© 2008 Optical Society of America
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(140.3300) Laser beam shaping.
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1. Introduction
The ideal zeroth-order Bessel beam is a prominent example of so called ”non-diffracting”
beam [1]. Its lateral electric field distribution is described by the zeroth-order Bessel function of
the first kind and this distribution is invariant along the beam propagation. Such idealized Bessel
beams would be of infinite transverse extent and carry infinite amount of energy and, therefore,
they cannot be generated experimentally. However, over a limited spatial range, an approximation to such idealized beam can be obtained. This is termed a ”quasi-non-diffracting” beam
or quasi-Bessel beam (QBB) [2–4]. Its transverse spatial extent is confined, the beam retains
its transversal profile but the intensity varies over the axial range of the beam’s propagation.
Pioneering ways of QBB generation used a narrow circular slit illuminated with a collimated
light. Since the slit was placed at the focal plane of a lens [1], the spherical waves propagating from the slit were transformed by the lens into collimated waves having the same axial
component of their constituent wavevectors. The QBB may be considered as the result of the
interference of such collimated waves. However, the efficiency of beam intensity transfer from
the illuminating beam to the QBB was very low and, moreover, the amplitude of the generated
QBB was modulated by the diffraction envelope of the slit [1,5]. Holograms can generate QBB
with higher diffraction efficiency of 40 5% [6–8] but the axial profile of the optical intensity
is still diffraction modulated. An ideal conical lens (axicon) [9] provides a promising option for
obtaining high-intensity QBB due to its high efficiency.
There are an increasing number of papers dealing with theoretical aspects of QBBs and attempts to tune their properties closer to those of an ideal non-diffracting beams (see for example
Ref. [10] and references therein). Here we focus here only on axicon generated beams. More
basic treatments of the axicon generated QBB ignore diffraction effects on the axicon edges, assume an ideally sharp axicon tip and – within the scalar description – deal with different spatial
distributions of beams (i.e. Gaussian, Laguerre-Gaussian) incident on the axicon [11–14]. They
show that the beam retains its lateral shape and size but its intensity varies smoothly along the
propagation axis. Extensions to the vectorial descriptions for linearly, radially, or azimuthally
polarized beams are known, too [15–19]. More complex models show that diffraction from the
axicon edges causes noticeable modulation of the on-axis optical intensity along the beam propagation [4, 10, 20]. Fortunately this effect can be neglected if the waist of the Gaussian beam
illuminating the axicon is less than half of the axicon radius [21, 22]. However the influence of
imperfect tip of the axicon and its impact upon the generated QBB is rarely addressed in the
literature [23–25] even though it also causes undesired axial modulation of the QBB. Numerous
practical applications of the QBB are based on smooth lateral profile of optical intensity along
the beam propagation, for example simultaneous micromanipulation or guiding of microparticles or atoms [16, 26–33], second harmonic generation [34, 35], optical coherence tomography
over a large depth range [23], generation of waveguides [36, 37], and optoporation [38]. Therefore the suppression of the on-axis intensity oscillations and beam width variations is a crucial
step to obtain the desired QBB properties and for more successful implementation of the beam.
2. Influence of the tip curvature on the quasi-Bessel beam axial intensity distribution
2.1. Quasi-Bessel beam
An ideal Bessel beam is formed when an axicon with a sharp tip (henceforth termed perfect
axicon) and infinite extent is illuminated with a plane wave. Behind the axicon the wavevectors
of refracted plane waves cover the surface of a cone with semi-apex angle α 0 (see Fig. 1) and the
Bessel beam is a product of their interference. Consequently, the angular spectrum of such an
ideal Bessel beam behind an ideal axicon with infinite aperture is described by a delta function

δ α  α0  where the α is the polar angle and α 0 is related to the axicon parameters as
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We denote n and n 0 as refractive index of the axicon and medium around the axicon, respectively, and τ as the apex angle of the axicon (see Fig. 1).
However if a perfect axicon is illuminated with a Gaussian beam, the plane wave spectrum
behind the axicon is no longer a delta function and its extent increases with decreasing Gaussian
beam waist w0 [13, 39]. The result is that the ”non-diffracting” beam behind the axicon does
not have a uniform intensity distribution along its axis of propagation and exists only over a
limited range zmax  w0 cos α0  sin α0 . Using the scalar description of the electric component
of the beam one can obtain [39]
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where k is angular wavenumber and ρ denotes radial distance from the optical axis z. The
optical intensity distribution can be obtained using I ρ  z  cε 0 E ρ  z2 2:
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where P is the total power of the incident Gaussian beam and ρ 0  2 4048 k sin α0  is the
radius of the high intensity core of the QBB. An example of the axial and radial intensity
profiles of such a QBB is shown in Fig. 1(A).
In the following discussion, we will neglect the diffraction from the axicon outer edges
(which is justified for w0  A2, where A is the axicon radius [21, 22]) and focus on the influence of the round tip of the axicon upon the final beam distribution. Let us assume that
the shape of the axicon surface is a hyperboloid of revolution of two sheets (see inset in Fig.
1(B)). If we place the centre of coordinate system at the tip of the perfect axicon, the surface of
hyperboloid of interest (for z  0) is described by the following formula:
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Since ba  tan τ 2, where τ is the apex angle of the perfect axicon (angle between asymptotes of the hyperboloid), we can rewrite Eq. (4):
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The smaller the parameter a, the more closely the axicon approaches the ideal sharp shape of
the ”perfect axicon”.
Intuitively one can expect that parts of the axicon that are placed radially far from the axis,
contribute to QBB formed further from the tip. However the round tip will focus part of the
incident Gaussian beam propagating closer to the optical axis and create a convergent (divergent) nearly-spherical wave behind the axicon. This wave interferes with the QBB behind
the axicon which results not only in the significant modification of the field distribution near
the axicon tip but also farther from the axicon. The axial component of the nearly-spherical
wavevector is equal to k on the optical axis, whereas the axial component of the QBB is equal

to kz  k cos α0 . Therefore, the two co-propagating waves with different wavevector lengths
interfere on the optical axis and create a periodic modulation of the axial beam intensity with
a period λ  1  cos α 0 . The depth of this modulation decreases at axial positions placed farther from the axicon because of the decreasing intensity of the diverging spherical wave (see
Fig. 1(B)).

Fig. 1. A: Formation of a quasi-Bessel beam (QBB) by a perfect axicon illuminated by a
Gaussian beam with a beam waist placed on the axicon front surface. The planar wavefronts
of the Gaussian beam near the beam waist are denoted by straight red lines. Wavevectors
k of the plane waves forming the QBB lie on the surface of a cone with semi-apex angle
α0 . The intensity profile along the propagation axis is shown together with invariant shape
of the radial profile at two axial positions z1 and z2 . zmax is the maximum propagation distance where the QBB exists and τ is the apex angle of the axicon. B: Influence of the round
axicon tip. New wave refracted by the round tip propagates behind the axicon and interferes with the QBB. This results in axial modulation of the optical intensity with a period
λ 1 cos α0 , where λ is the wave wavelength in the medium. Due to the interference
the radial intensity distribution is no longer invariant (see examples at z1 and z2 ). Inset:
Approximation of the round tip of the axicon by a hyperboloid of revolution of two sheets
and the meaning of its parameters a and b.

2.2. Beam propagation behind a thin axicon
Let us assume that the axicon is illuminated with a Gaussian beam having its waist of width
w0 at the front axicon surface. Let us approximate the axicon as a thin lens and let us use the
cylindrical system of coordinates (ρ  φ  z) having its origin at the tip of the perfect axicon with z
axis following the beam propagation. Following [40] we obtain for the electric field just behind
the axicon at z equal zero
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where ∆0 is the maximum thickness of the axicon (on its axis) and k is the wavenumber.
Propagation of this field behind the axicon is obtained using the free-space propagation
method based on decomposition of the field in plane z  0 into a spectrum of plane waves
(spatial-frequency spectrum obtained by the Fourier transform) [40]. In the case of a rotationally symmetrical field the two-dimensional Fourier transform reduces to the form of the zero
order Hankel transform:
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where the coordinate R is the normalized wavevector projection onto the ρ coordinate (R 
kρ k).
For numerical treatment the integration in Eq. (8) of the field behind the axicon can be replaced by summation:
N
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where ∆ρ j  ρ j1  ρ j is the length of the j-th step in the radial direction and the superscript S 0
denotes the value of the z equal zero. The spatial-frequency spectrum of the propagating field
at position z can be obtained from
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The resultant field is then obtained by the inverse Hankel transform of Eq. (10):
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where ∆R j  R j1  R j .
Quantities ρ and R must be properly sampled especially in the vicinity of ρ
and therefore parabolic sampling was chosen here:
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where ρmax  2 5w0 is the boundary of the field in the direction perpendicular to the propagation
direction.
In this numerical algorithm the Hankel transform is performed by the multiplication of N  N
matrix kJ0 kRi ρ j  and a 1  N vector E j ρ j ∆ρ j (see the source code of Section 2.4 in [39]).
Significant speed of computation using this algorithm is reached if the N  N matrix is evaluated
at the beginning of the whole procedure and used whenever the Hankel transform is needed.
However we note that the computer memory requirement increases with square of the size of
the Gaussian beam waist w0 .
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Fig. 2. Calculated axial optical intensity distribution behind the axicon with different values
of axicon tip parameter a illustrated in the inset. The intensity distribution for the perfect
axicon (a  0 µ m) is plotted as a full line. With increasing a the spatial distribution of
the optical intensity is significantly disturbed. The presented results were calculated for the
Gaussian beam waist w0  2140 µ m, wavelength λvac  1064 nm, apex angle of the axicon
τ  170Æ , and axicon refractive index n  150669.

Application of this algorithm to the beam propagation behind the round tip of the axicon is
shown in Fig. 2. The intensity maximum is clearly shifted further from the axicon due to the
partial focusing of the wave by the axicon tip. The periodic modulation of the axial intensity
distribution is clearly visible and it significantly disturbs the QBB distribution over approximately the first half of the range of its existence behind the axicon.
The influence of the axicon tip parameter a on the axial optical intensity is illustrated in
Fig. 2. It can be seen that even relatively small value of a  60 µ m can create 50% deviation of
the axial optical intensity from the expected ideal case. Moreover the slowly varying envelope
is disturbed by oscillations with modulation depth reaching 25% of its maximal value.
2.3. QBB transformation by a telescope
The QBB obtained by an axicon usually has too large a central core diameter to be used for
experiments at micro-level. Therefore a demagnifying telescope is often used (see Fig. 6).
The lenses forming the telescope were considered as phase masks and the field immediately
behind the lens L i was obtained from
E ρ  zL   E0 ρ  zL  exp
i

i

i 2kf ρ 2
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where f i was the focal length of the first (i  1) and second (i  2) lens in the telescope and
zL is its axial position. An example of such beam propagation behind the perfect axicon and
i
through such a telescope is shown in Fig 3. The white curves show the numerically calculated
axial intensity profiles.
2.4. Spatial filtration of disturbed QBB
The demagnifying telescope is mainly used for generation of narrow high intensity QBB. However the presence of such a telescope in the optical set-up generating QBB is highly advantageous for possible spatial filtration of the beam. The back focal plane of the first lens L 1
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Fig. 3. A free-space propagation method was used to calculate the spatial optical intensity
distribution of the field behind the perfect axicon illuminated by a Gaussian beam (beam
waist w0  2140 µ m) at the wavelength λ  1064 nm. The telescope is formed from lenses
L1 and L2 of focal lengths f1  50 mm and f2  11 mm, respectively. The white curves
show the numerically calculated axial intensity profiles.
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Fig. 4. The spatial-frequency spectrum S R2 of the field behind the perfect axicon and
axicon with round tip calculated for the Gaussian beam waist w0  2140 µ m, the wavelength λvac  1064 nm and the apex angle of the axicon τ  170Æ , and axicon refractive
index n  150669. The hyperbolic shape of the axicon tip (see the inset) creates low frequency components in the spatial-frequency spectrum.

represents the Fourier plane where the spatial-frequency spectrum (SFS) of the QBB is formed.
An example of such SFS is calculated in Fig. 4 for perfect axicon and round-tip axicon for
three different a values. This figure clearly proves that the round-tip axicon creates low frequency components in SFS. An opaque circular obstacle (spatial filter) of proper radius placed
into the back focal plane of the lens L 1 would block such unwanted low frequency components
and therefore change the beam’s spatial intensity distribution to resemble more closely that of a
QBB produced by the perfect axicon. Radius of this spatial filter R f can be predicted from Fig. 4
using Rf  R f1 . As we demonstrate in Section 4 this simple modification suppresses the axial
intensity oscillations and establishes the QBB propagating with unvarying width and slowly
varying intensity envelope. Therefore the beam parameters are closer to the QBB generated by
the perfect axicon.

3. Experimental arrangement
3.1. The axicon shape
We used axicon EKSPLA 130-0270 with apex angle τ  170 Æ . The shape of its tip was measured by optical profilometer (MicroProf FRT, Fries Research & Technology GmbH) and it is
shown in Fig. 5. We fitted the measured shape by a hyperboloid surface using Eq. (5) and we
found τ  169 81  0 01 Æ and aexp  33 7  0 1 µ m. Therefore τ coincides reasonably well
with the value presented by the manufacturer.
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3.2. Experimental set-up
Experimental setup for the QBB generation is depicted in Fig. 6. The incident Gaussian beam
is transformed by an axicon. This beam is further demagnified by a telescope formed from
lenses L1 and L2 to get a narrow QBB. This QBB is imaged on a CCD camera by an objective.
The spatial filter (opaque circular obstacle placed in the back focal plane of L 1 ) was used to
suppress the oscillations caused by the interference of the unwanted waves with the QBB. The
filter was attached to a transparent window placed to the optical path and adjusted by XY
micro-positioning stage.

Fig. 6. Experimental set-up. Laser: IPG, YLM-10-1064-LP, wavelength 1064 nm, maximal
power 10 W, beam-waist of incident Gaussian beam w0  2140 µ m; axicon: EKSPLA
130-0270, apex angle τ  170Æ ; lenses L1 , L2 : focal lengths f1  50 mm and f2  11 mm;
objective: Mitutoyo M Plan Apo SL 80X; CCD camera: IDT X Stream VISION XS-3.

4. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results
4.1. Analysis of the original disturbed beam without filtering
In order to compare the theoretical predictions with the experimental beam distribution, we
measured the lateral intensity distribution of the QBB behind the axicon and demagnified QBB
behind the telescope. We imaged a number of lateral planes z i (zi ) satisfying zi1  zi  300 µ m
behind the axicon (z i1  zi  10 µ m behind the telescope) with a CCD camera. At each position
zi ten subsequent beam profiles were recorded and each of them was fitted by a formula based
on Eq. (3):
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where I0 zi , x0 zi , y0 zi , ρ0 zi , and O zi  are parameters of the fit at each z i . The parameters
I0 zi  and ρ0 zi  for all zi give the axial dependencies of I 0 and ρ0 of the QBB depicted in
Figs. 7-8 as thin curves with plus marks (experiment). In order to compare this measurement
with the theory presented in Section 2, we applied the parameters of the axicon we used (found
in Section 3) in Eq. (6) and using Eqs. (9-11) we obtained the theoretical intensity distribution
marked in Figs. 7-8 as full blue curves. Two experimental regions were studied: behind the
axicon (measurement region A) and behind the demagnifying telescope (measurement region
B). Intensity oscillations due to the round tip of the axicon are clearly visible in Fig. 7 in the
high-intensity part of the beam for both measured and simulated data. The QBB core radii ρ 0
(see Eq. (16)) of the experimentally obtained and simulated QBBs are compared in Fig. 8. It
is seen that the radius of the QBB core steeply decreases in the region of growing envelope
of QBB intensity. Behind the intensity maximum the beam core radius of the measured beam
varies in the range 9 54  ρ 0  9 13 µ m and 2 50  ρ 0  2 27 µ m for the measurement regions
A and B, respectively. Figure 9 compares the measured and calculated 2D intensity distributions
for the same parameters as in Fig. 7. The results prove that the chosen theoretical description of
the problem is sufficient to obtain excellent coincidence with the measured results. Presented
figures demonstrate serious variations of the beam generated behind round-tip axicon from the
expected QBB distribution.
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4.2. Analysis of the filtered beam
In order to optimize the size of the spatial filter we first simulated how the radius of the filter
influences the final axial shape of the QBB generated by the round-tip axicon. We used the
axicon parameters found in Section 3 a  a exp  33 7µ m and put them into Eq. (6). Equations
(9-11) gave the spatial intensity distribution with and without considered filters (see Fig. 10).
It can be seen that the filtration does not give the same axial intensity profile as the ideal QBB
and the total power in the beam decreases. However filters of radii larger than 2138 µ m provide
slowly varying axial intensity profiles without any oscillations over a distance of 2/3 z max .
Figure 11 presents the measured axial intensity profile (I 0 in Eq. (16)) and radius of the
QBB core (ρ0 in Eq. (16)) if a filter of radius R exp  1925  5 µ m was used (full curve).
The full width at half maximum of this beam is still relatively high and is equal to 3/4 of the
unfiltered beam. The overall intensity envelope is steeped but without sharp oscillations. The
radii of the QBB core varies in the range 2 289 ρ 0 2 245 µ m all over the investigated axial
region long 1.5 mm. This is 5 less comparing to the beam radius variation without filter and
considering only the axial region of the same length behind the intensity maximum mentioned
above (see Fig. 7 and 8). Therefore the filtration improved lateral homogeneity of the beam, too.
To compare this result with the theoretical simulations we again assumed a  a exp  33 7 µ m
and searched for R fth giving the best overlap with the measured axial intensity profile. The
results are shown in Fig. 11 as a full blue curves. Even though we found R fth  2115  5 µ m
which is 10% larger than R exp , we contend that the agreement is very good considering the
sensitivity of the intensity distribution to the filter radius and the precision of its positioning
between the lenses, each of relatively short focal length.
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The measured and calculated 2D spatial intensity profiles of the filtered QBB generated behind the round-tip axicon are shown in Fig. 12. They clearly demonstrate that the spatial filtration method suppresses the unwanted oscillations and that the lateral shape of the beam does
not vary along the beam propagation - similarly to the QBB generated by a perfect axicon.
5. Conclusions
We considered an imperfect axicon with round tip approximated by a hyperboloid of revolution
of two sheets and we analyzed theoretically and experimentally the properties of the beam
generated behind such an axicon. We demonstrated that if the axicon tip deviates in its apex
from the ideal sharp tip in the range of tens of micrometers, the beam generated behind it does
not possess the propagation invariant beam properties expected for quasi-Bessel beam. Severe
axial oscillations of the optical intensity occur due to the interference between the quasi-Bessel
beam, formed by off-axis part of the axicon, and the wave refracted by the round tip of the
axicon. Such an intensity distribution can significantly influence experimental results expected
for ideal quasi-Bessel beam and may cause artifacts for example in the measurement of weak
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Fig. 12. The measured (left) and calculated (right) 2D spatial intensity profiles of filtered
QBB generated behind the round-tip axicon. The parameters were the same as in Fig. 11.

inter-particle interactions in optical binding experiments [41]. We measured the real shape of
the axicon, approximated the axicon tip by a hyperboloid, and found good coincidence between
optical intensity distribution measured and theoretically simulated. We further demagnified the
beam by a telescope and demonstrated how the spatial filtration of the beam in the telescope
helps to remove the undesired modulation and establish the original invariant intensity beam
distribution.
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